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1 Introduction

A central challenge in film production is for each shot to capture the best possible performance of the actor at the same time that it features the cinematographer’s best choice of lighting. Coordinating the crafts of acting, directing, and cinematography to achieve the best results from each discipline is both difficult and expensive, as the frequent interruptions to set up lights and make camera adjustments limit the time available to obtain the best possible performances from the actors. Traditional filmmaking also requires committing to particular lighting choices at the time of filming, which is increasingly troublesome when so many other elements such as backgrounds and visual effects are created and refined during the post-production process.

Recent animated films such as \textit{Monster House} have successfully used performance capture techniques [Williams 1990; Terzopoulos and Waters 1993] to drive animated 3D characters in a way that preserves much of the believability and emotional engagement of the actors’ performances. In this way, performances are captured separately from determining how the characters should be illuminated and (virtually) photographed, which significantly reduced the time and expense of principal photography. While appropriate for animated films, these techniques do not leverage the real appearance and reflectance of the actors, and can miss fine-scale performance motion below the spacing of the motion capture markers.

Techniques for post-production performance relighting such as [Wenger et al. 2005; Einarsson et al. 2006] have been developed for recording live-action performances in a manner that allows subsequent relighting and photography after the performance has been recorded. To date, these techniques record the actor’s performance under rapidly changing basis illumination conditions, which allows an image-based relighting process to be applied in post-production. While the results are realistic, existing techniques require complex, computer-controlled lighting systems and specialized, high-speed cameras. These limitations present challenges for current production workflows and prevent application of the techniques to performances shot under static lighting conditions or to a pre-existing footage of an actor’s performance.

In this work we present a new technique for realistically relighting performances that uses only standard video of the actor’s performance under static illumination. Changes in performance illumination are computed based on reflectance reference data of the actor (or of a different person similar in appearance) photographed in a neutral pose under many lighting conditions.

This technique is derived from three key observations with respect to lighting faces. First, relighting of an existing image of a subject without saturated or underexposed areas (e.g., ideally a video captured under a uniform illumination condition) amounts to deriving
a quotient image [Riklin-Raviv and Shashua 1999], that when multiplied by the existing image, produces an image with the desired lighting. Second, the underlying geometry and skin properties (e.g., subsurface scattering, the specularity of the skin) do not differ significantly between subjects with a similar appearance. This makes it possible to seamlessly transfer reflectance (captured in quotient images) between two similar subjects. Third, we observe that we can relight a sequence of images by propagating the reflectance information through the consecutive frames using dense correspondences (computed via an optical flow algorithm) between frames.

To relight a performance, the reflectance reference information is derived from a static reflectance field of a single individual photographed under all possible lighting and view directions. The performance itself, is recorded under known (ideally uniform) illumination, potentially with a different, but similar looking person. Initially, we only transfer the reflectance, using quotient images, from the dataset to a limited number of key frames of the performance. Subsequently, the reflectance is propagated from the key frames to the remainder of the sequence using a bidirectional optical flow, such that temporal coherence is maintained.

Our approach is entirely image-based and does not require 3D geometry of the performance or the source reflectance field. The technique is straightforward and robust, and typically requires little or no user-assistance. Our results model all the major components of skin reflectance and shading including hard and soft shadows, specular highlights, and subsurface scattering. Our technique is especially well-suited to entertainment applications, where the highest priority is for the relit sequences to be perceptually convincing rather than being radiometrically accurate.

Our main contributions consist of:

- The first complete system for post-production performance relighting that completely decouples performance capture from lighting design.
- A method for all-frequency, view-dependent reflectance transfer from a static reflectance dataset of a source subject onto a dynamic performance of a different subject.
- A real-time relighting preview and design system.
- A user-assisted modification of an optical flow algorithm, and a new optical flow refinement algorithm.

2 Previous Work

Previous work can be divided into four categories: hardware systems for post-production relighting, morphable face modeling and lighting, modeling faces using quotient images, and measuring skin reflectance.

Post-production Relighting Hardware Systems. The first systems for measuring reflectance of human faces [Debevec et al. 2000] collected images of a static face from a dense array of lighting directions. This allowed them to relight the subject using a linear combination of the original images. These systems have been extended to dynamic performances by acquiring reflectance fields for a large number of key poses and then blending between the reflectances [Hawkins et al. 2004]. Alternatively, dynamic reflectance fields have been captured by means of time-multiplexing using a high-speed camera and light sources [Wenger et al. 2005]. The main difference between these approaches and ours is that they are either not suited for capturing dynamic performances or require a sophisticated hardware setup during the performance shoot.

Morphable Face Modeling and Lighting. In morphable face modeling and lighting, a general face representation is built from a collection of examples. Pighin et al. [1999] represent a space of expressions for a given subject. Blanz and Vetter [1999] use a linear model to represent changes in 3D geometry and texture due to identity. This work has been extended to handle identity, expression, and visemes [Vlasic et al. 2005; Blanz et al. 2003], in order to resynthesize video footage. In the context of morphable models, only diffuse reflectance or simple analytic reflectance models have been used and these approaches offer limited realism of the relit images (e.g., no subsurface scattering).

Modeling Faces using Quotient (Ratio) Images. Marschner and Greenberg [1997] compute ratios of synthesized images under two different lighting conditions and modify a photograph taken under the first illumination to generate the photo under the second illumination. However, Riklin-Raviv and Shashua [1999] were the first to introduce the notion of a quotient image for image-based relighting of faces. In particular, they model human faces as Lambertian surfaces and use the fact that the image space of Lambertian faces can be modeled using a low-dimensional representation. They assume a fixed (frontal) viewpoint and no dense correspondence. Stoscheck [2000] extends this to arbitrary viewpoints and lighting using image morphing. Liu et al. [2001] capture the illumination change due to one person’s expression and map it to a different person using an expression ratio image. Wen et al. [2003] relight faces using a reference sphere (radiance environment map) to model the skin reflectance. They represent the radiance environment map using spherical harmonics. Thus, they are able to rotate the lighting or change the coefficients of the basis, but in principle only low-frequency shading can be achieved. These methods, in contrast to the presented method, are limited to still images. Furthermore, we use a data-driven method based on detailed, high resolution reflectance fields instead of assuming a simple analytical reflectance model. Additionally, we introduce a spatial filtering technique to remove artifacts from the obtained quotient images in order to achieve movie-quality relit results.

Measuring Skin Reflectance. Marschner et al. [1999] use image-based measurements of skin reflectance to estimate homogeneous reflectance parameters and skin albedo. Sim and Kanade [2002] use a collection of images of faces under different illumination conditions to build a statistical model of surface normals. Next, they show how to recover surface normals from a single image of a face under an unknown light source. They model the deviation from Lambertian reflectance and are able to relight the face from arbitrary viewpoints. Georgiades [2003] uses a Torrance-Sparrow reflectance model to estimated both shape and reflectance based on a small number of images from a single viewpoint to relight faces. Fuchs et al. [2005] estimate parameters of analytic spatially varying BRDF models in order to relight faces and transfer reflectance to other faces. Weyrich et al. [2006] measure, analyze, and transfer parameters of spatially varying analytic BRDF models for a large collection of people. All these methods acquire skin reflectance models of static subjects with varying radiometric accuracy. In contrast, in this paper we focus on obtaining visually pleasing results for video sequences.

3 Acquisition

The acquisition consists of two steps: capturing a reflectance dataset of a source subject and recording the target actor’s performance. The first step can be treated as a pre-processing step. The second step, recording the actor’s performance, is a simple process that can be performed at any time.

Face Reflectance Dataset. Our reflectance acquisition system is similar to the Light Stage systems [Debevec et al. 2000; Wenger et al. 2005], and consists of 16 synchronized cameras and 150 light sources mounted on a geodesic sphere. During reflectance acquisition, each light is turned on sequentially, while the cameras capture images. The lighting sequence is repeated for two different exposure settings and the corresponding images are assembled into a high dynamic range (HDR) image. A single reflectance dataset contains 2,400 HDR images. Capturing a complete reflectance field takes about 20 seconds during which the subject must remain static.
Performance Capture. Capturing the performance of the actor is relatively straightforward. We use a Basler A-101fc high-resolution camera with a 1300 × 1030 pixel resolution running at 15 frames per second. Ideally, the performance is captured at 24 frames per second or higher with a digital motion picture camera. The presented algorithms should work equally well or better at such frame rates. For lighting, we use relatively uniform frontal illumination which ensures that no pixels are oversaturated or underexposed. Furthermore, this minimizes the relative contribution of specular reflections from the skin. Our process requires a known lighting environment. This can either be measured using a light probe [Debevec 1998] or from the reflection in the actor’s eyes [Nishino and Nayar 2004]. During the acquisition we capture the actor in front of a green screen, allowing us to compute an alpha-matte for the performance.

4 Relighting using Reflectance Transfer

Our post-production relighting process consists of a number of important steps. We first discuss how to transfer reflectance from a reference reflectance field of a subject to a still image of a possibly different subject captured under known illumination. Next, we describe how to propagate the reflectance through the entire sequence without introducing temporal artifacts.

4.1 Reflectance Transfer for a Still Image

The goal of reflectance transfer is to compute a relit image under some user-defined environmental lighting $L$ of a frame $t$ of a performance by an actor $B$. To achieve this, information from a static reflectance field $R_A(\cdot)$ of an actor $A$ is used as input, whose performance is captured under some known uniform illumination $U$. We denote the unknown reflectance field of the performance actor $B$ and frame $t$ as: $R_{B,t}(\cdot)$. The acquired frames are thus $R_{B,t}(U)$, and the desired relit frames are $R_{B,t}(L)$.

Same-subject Reflectance Transfer. We first consider the case in which both the source and performance actor are the same ($A = B$). It is highly unlikely that the performance actor assumes a pose/expression in any frame $t$ similar to the pose/expression in the reference reflectance field. Therefore, we compute an image-based function that warps the dataset pose to the uniformly lit frame $t$: $f_t(R_A(U)) \approx R_B(U)$. The computation of this warp function is detailed in Subsection 5.2. We assume that the spatial relations between arbitrarily lit frames and a relit dataset image can be warped with sufficient accuracy using the same warp function:

$$f_t(R_A(L)) \approx R_B(L).$$

A straightforward solution to transferring the reflectance is to directly warp a relit image $R_A(L)$. Because the large scale geometry is very similar, the effects of the incident illumination $L$ will be globally correct on $f_t(R_A(L))$. This implies that on a global scale the occlusions and normals are nearly the same. As a result, large shadows, such as those cast by the nose, and the overall appearance of highlights will be similar. Locally, however, the effects of small geometrical details, such as wrinkles caused by the different expressions/poses, will introduce localized variances in shading and occlusion. An example of this effect is shown in Figure 2 where a relit image (Figure 2.a) is warped into the target pose (Figure 2.d). Apart from obvious errors around the mouth (due to the appearance of teeth), important details conveying the expression are missing, such as (lack of) wrinkle detail around the subject’s left eye.

In order to transfer the global reflectance information, while maintaining the local details, we take an alternate approach. We observe that occlusions are one of the major contributing factors to the differences due to small scale geometry, and that the shading on corresponding surface points is similar. This observation is supported by the fact that the reflectance of faces has a significant diffuse component due to subsurface scattering. Finding inspiration in ambient occlusion, we approximate the reflectance field $R_{A,t}(\cdot)$ as the product of an ambient occlusion-like term $M_{A,t}$ (independent of the incident illumination) and the shading information $S_{A,t}(\cdot)$ (dependent on the incident illumination). Note that similar to ambient occlusion, this approximation is not radiometrically correct, but provides a convincing approximation. We can now write:

$$\frac{R_{A,t}(L)}{R_{A,t}(U)} \approx \frac{S_{A,t}(L)M_{A,t}}{S_{A,t}(U)M_{A,t}} \frac{S_{A,t}(L)}{S_{A,t}(U)}$$

Figure 2: Same-subject relighting. (a) The reference dataset pose, relit using an environment map. (b) The quotient image of the reference dataset pose lit by the desired target illumination, and the uniform performance illumination, warped into the target pose. (c) Transferring reflectance using the quotient image maintains fine-scale geometrical details in the resulting relit image. (d) Directly warping image (a) will miss these fine-scale geometrical details. For each image (a) (gamma-enhanced) detail of the subject’s left eye is shown to better illustrate the fine-scale geometrical expression details in (c), absent in the relit reference dataset pose, quotient image, and directly warped relit image.
This ratio is independent of occlusions and only encodes the shading information. An identical approximation can be made for \( \frac{R_{A_2}(L)}{R_{A_1}(L)} \). Since we assumed that \( S_B(\cdot) \approx f_1(S_A(\cdot)) \), we can combine both equations to:

\[
\frac{R_{A_2}(L)}{R_{A_1}(U)} \approx \frac{f_1(R_A(L))}{f_1(R_A(U))}. \tag{4}
\]

To express the desired relit image \( R_{A_2}(L) \) in terms of the acquired \( R_{A_1}(U) \), we can define the quotient image:

\[
Q_{f_1}(L,U) = \frac{f_1(R_A(L))}{f_1(R_A(U))}. \tag{5.2}
\]

Using this quotient image, a relit frame can now be approximated by: \( R_{A_2}(L) \approx Q_{f_1}(L,U)R_{A_1}(U) \). Our relit image contains the globally correct reflectance transferred from \( R_A(L) \), together with the local occlusion information from \( R_{A_1}(U) \). Approximation error is proportional to how closely similar the expressions and poses are in the two images. If expression and pose are identical, no approximation error will be made. An example of a quotient image and reflectance transfer are shown in Figures 2.b and 2.c.

**Cross-subject Reflectance Transfer.** Transferring reflectance between two different individuals \( A \) and \( B \) produces more pronounced variances in geometry and reflectance then we observe in the same-subject case. Again, we compute a warp function which maps subject \( A \) to the pose and expression of subject \( B \) in the \( n \)th frame: \( f_n(R_A(L)) \approx R_B(T_n(L)) \). This warp function not only matches pose and expression, but also aligns the large scale geometrical features. The computation of this warp function is detailed in Subsection 5.2.

In a similar manner to the same-subject case, we can derive a quotient image \( Q_{f_n}(L,U) \). However, the assumption that \( S_B(\cdot) \approx f_n(S_A(\cdot)) \) is now less accurate. The quality of the transfer, will be greatly dependent on feature similarity between the source and target actor in terms of geometry (i.e., normal information), and reflectance. However, good results can still be obtained when both subjects are similar in appearance, as evidenced by the examples shown in Figures 1 and 3.

**Summary: Relighting using Quotient Images.** To compute a relit frame of a captured performance, we use the following algorithm. First, the best matching viewpoint is selected from the reflectance dataset. This can be easily done by comparing the head orientation [Jones and Viola 2003] of the target frame and each of the viewpoints in the dataset. Next, given this (fixed viewpoint) reflectance field, two relit images are generated under (1) the desired target illumination and (2) the illumination in which the performance is captured. A quotient image is computed by dividing each pixel in the target illuminated image by the corresponding pixel in the performance illuminated image. Next, a warp function is computed between the target frame of the sequence, and the identically relit reference dataset image. This warp function is subsequently used to warp the quotient image to the same pose and expression as the target frame of the performance. Alternatively, it is also valid to compute the quotient image on the warped relit source images. Finally, a relit frame is generated by multiplying the warped quotient image and the target frame. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.

**4.2 Reflectance Propagation for an Image Sequence**

The previous subsection discussed how to transfer reflectance from a reflectance reference dataset to a still image, i.e., a single frame, in the performance sequence. Repeating this procedure for every frame in the sequence, however, can result in temporal discontinuities in the transferred reflectance. Visually this translates into a distracting jittering and waving of shading and shadows. Therefore, we compute quotient images for a select number of key frames, and use optical flow to propagate the reflectance to non-key frames through the entire sequence.
still possible that some areas are not matched very well. For example, errors in the optical flow due to drifts, disappearance and appearance of teeth and blinking eyes, and feature differences between the source and target subject will result in an incorrect reflectance transfer in localized areas. These localized areas must be treated specially.

We propose to filter the the quotient images spatially and in proportion to the error on the warped uniformly relit reflectance dataset image and the target frame of the sequence. The motivation is that pixels with a similar albedo have a similar reflectance function, and thus can be used to correct pixels that have an incorrect quotient-value. If the error is large, then the quotient image should be smoothed out. However, if the error is small, then the quotient image is maintained in full detail. Inspired by the cross-bilateral filter [Eisemann and Durand 2004] and the joint bilateral filter [Petschnigg et al. 2004], we introduce a cross-bilateral quotient filter that filters the quotient image based on (1) the quality of the coarse-to-fine refinement rather than the standard 0.5 ratio.

\[ Q_t = \frac{1}{n(p)} \sum_{q \in \Omega} (G_t(p, q)G_I(p, q, t_0, t)G_d(p, q, t_0, t)f_{t_0 \rightarrow t}(Q_t, q)). \]

where:

\[ G_t(p, q) = G(|p - q|), \]

\[ G_I(p, q, t_0, t) = G(|t_0 - f_{t_0 \rightarrow t}(t_0, q)|), \]

\[ G_d(p, q, t_0, t) = G(|t_0 - f_{t_0 \rightarrow t}(t_0, q)|). \]

\( G \) is a Gaussian weighting function, \( n(p) \) a normalization constant, and \( \Omega \) a neighborhood around \( p \). The \( G_t \) term is a spatial filter, ensuring that high frequency details are filtered out. The \( G_d \) term ensures that pixels with similar albedo in the target frame and in the warped key frame are weighted more. Finally, the \( G_d \) term gives more weight to pixels for which the optical flow is accurate. We use the following deviations: \( \sigma_d = 0.01 \), and \( \sigma_s = 40.0 \| t_0 - f_{t_0 \rightarrow t}(t_0, p) \| \).

The quotient images corresponding to the key frames are filtered in a similar manner with respect to the reflectance dataset, but instead of using the optical flow \( f_{t_0 \rightarrow t}(t_0, q) \), the warp of the uniformly relit dataset image is used.

An example of a reflectance transfer from a filtered versus an unfiltered quotient image is shown in Figure 6. Not only does the filter solve warping problems around the ears, mouth and nose, it also removes small scale geometrical effects that are not originally present on the target subject. The latter is illustrated by the smoothing of the wrinkles on the forehead. Furthermore, the cross-bilateral filtering allows us to correct for errors in the optical flow, lowering the accuracy requirements for the correspondence alignment.

### 5 Correspondence Estimation

In our system, correspondences need to be estimated in two separate cases. This is not always trivial because faces do not have much texture. First, the optical flow of the performance needs to be estimated with respect to the key frames in order to propagate the reflectance along the performance. Second, we need to compute the key frame warps that provide a consistent mapping between the source and performance actor for each key frame.

For both correspondence estimations we use an extension of the powerful optical flow algorithm of Brox et al. [2004]. A key feature of this optical flow algorithm is that the error-functional is not linearized, but is rather iteratively solved using a numerical scheme based on two nested fixed point iterations. Additionally, a coarse-to-fine strategy is followed to allow for large scale displacements. [Brox et al. 2004] use an atypical ratio of 0.9 between two levels in the coarse-to-fine refinement rather than the standard 0.5 ratio.

#### 5.1 Optical Flow Computation

The algorithm of Brox et al. [2004] is well suited to compute optical flows between individual frames. Occasionally, however, a difficult frame is encountered for which the algorithm is not completely successful. Furthermore, when concatenating individual flows, undesirable drifts can occur due to sub-pixel errors. To counter these problems we present two new extenstions. First, we introduce a way for the user to steer the algorithm in difficult areas by providing additional hints. Second, we present an additional refinement step that is able to correct partially inaccurate flows.
User-assistance. To steer the optical algorithm, hints in the form of point correspondences are provided. The correspondence points can be selected manually, or generated automatically using, for example, the well-known KLT technique [Lucas and Kanade 1981]. To take these hints into account, we add an additional error term to the energy functional:

$$E_{Hints} = \int \left( \sum \phi(|x - x_h|^2) \Psi(|w - h_i|^2) \right) dx,$$

where $x$ are image coordinates, $w = (u, v)$ the flow vectors, $\Psi(\cdot)$ is the robust norm used by [Brox et al. 2004], $h_i$ is the $i^{th}$ hint (also a flow vector), $x_h$ is the image coordinate for which hint $h_i$ is given, and $\phi(\cdot)$ is a weighting function, monotonically decreasing as a function of the distance between two image coordinates. A key observation is that the flow field is locally relatively smooth around these points, and thus, the neighboring pixels have a similar flow vector. This error function will guide the optical flow field around the user provided correspondence points, in the direction of the hints.

Refinement of Existing Flows. In a number of cases a flow is obtained by means other than the optical flow algorithm. For instance, when computing the flow from a key frame to a frame more than one time-step apart, it is necessary to concatenate the individual flows between all consecutive frames, such that the resulting optical flow is temporally coherent. However, due to small errors in the individual flows, undesirable drifts can occur in the concatenated optical flow.

We propose a coarse-to-fine refinement technique based on the optical flow algorithm discussed previously. The key idea is to retain the accurate portions of the optical flow, and refine just those flow vectors that are inaccurate. At each coarse-to-fine level, we warp a downsampled source frame $l_i$, using a downsampled optical flow, to the target frame $k$. If the error on both images for a specific pixel is small, then we force the algorithm to output a similar vector. To achieve this, we introduce an additional error term to the energy functional:

$$E_{Flow} = \int \rho(|h - l_i(x, u, v)|^2) \Psi(|w - w^0|^2) dx,$$

where $\rho(\cdot)$ is a weighting function decreasing monotonically from 1 (no error) towards 0 at some maximum error threshold, and $w^0$ is the user-provided flow vector for pixel $x$.

This error term resembles the previously-introduced hint error term $E_{Hints}$ in the sense that every vector in the user-provided optical flow can be seen as a hint, but now relative weighting dependents on its accuracy, instead of spatial distance as in Equation 5.

5.2 Key Frame Warp Computation

The visual differences between the (relit) source image and performance key frame can be significant (e.g., different skin albedo, different facial geometry, different pose, etc...) in such a way that the optical flow assumptions are not completely valid anymore. Therefore, we first compute an initial homography from a number of easily detectable points (e.g., corners of the eyes, mouth, etc.). This homography is used to warp the source image, and a local histogram adjustment is applied. Next, the optical flow algorithm is executed to further refine the warp.

6 Results

6.1 Comparison to Ground Truth. To evaluate our method, we make a comparison to ground truth relit images. Although our goal is not to create radiometrically correct relit images, it is interesting to note how well our technique performs. We consider two cases: the effects of different expressions and poses, and the effects of cross-subject transfers.

First we study the influence of the expression/pose differences between the source and target. To do so, we capture two reflectance fields of a single person, each with a different expression. One of the reflectance fields is used to create a quotient image, while the other is used to create a relit reference image, and a uniformly lit target frame. Figure 7 offers such a comparison. The obtained results are visually very close to the ground truth images. The visual differences are more noticeable in the single light source case. However, this case is quite difficult, and without a reference image with which to compare, these discrepancies are not easily noticed. The transfers from a neutral expression provide slightly better results than do transfers from an extreme expression. Finally, the specular highlights are globally located at the correct locations, although some detail is missing. This is clearly visible on the forehead.

Using a similar approach, we study the effects of a cross-subject transfer. Such a comparison is shown in Figure 8. The results of the cross-subject reflectance transfer are similar to the ground truth images. However, the differences are more noticeable than in the same-subject case. Some of the medium scale features such as the forehead ridge are transferred from the source subject. However, the resulting relit images are still quite convincing.

5.2 Additional Results. Each column of Figure 10 shows a five frame sequence of different subjects under various lighting conditions. The first column shows a static frame illuminated by a single light source moving from the top to the bottom. These frames are generated using a same-subject transfer. Note the correct shading and shadowing of the eye sockets. In the second column a cross-subject transfer is illustrated, relit by an environment map. We used the same subjects as in Figure 3. The relit results look convincing, and without reference images it is difficult to detect artifacts. The third column also shows a cross-subject transfer. In this case we used the same subjects as in Figure 8. Finally, in the last column, we show a same-subject transfer example in which a significant rotation of the head occurs. The quotient images of the prior and next key frame for this five frame sequence are computed from different viewpoints in the reflectance dataset.

To this point, our example target frames were captured under uniform illumination. Figure 9 provides an example in which the target frame is captured under (low frequency) non-uniform illumination (i.e., the Uffizi light probe). The obtained results illustrate that even in this case our algorithm performs very well.

Real-time Relighting. An important application of our facial performance relighting system is cinematic lighting design. In such an application it is important for the director or lighting artist to change the lighting interactively during playback of the performance. Except for the correspondence estimation, all parts of our system can be executed in real-time on a GPU. Fortunately, the correspondence estimation does not change during relighting, and can be computed beforehand as a preprocessing step.

The average length of a performance shot in movies is about 4 seconds. Current graphics cards provide sufficient onboard video memory to load a typical performance sequence, its corresponding optical flows, a single reflectance field, and the key frame warping functions. Computing a relit frame can now be accomplished by warping the quotient image to the current frame, applying the cross-bilateral quotient filter, and multiplying each pixel with this filtered warped quotient image. Computing a quotient image is only necessary when the illumination or key frame changes, and is computationally the most expensive step. Our real-time system is able to playback a sequence with changing incident illumination at a resolution of $512 \times 650$ at 25 - 50 fps (500 - 800 fps without changing illumination) on an nVIDIA 8800 GTS with 640MB video memory. If only one viewpoint of the reflectance field needs to be loaded, a sequence of approximately 7 seconds at 30 fps can be fit into the
Reflectance Transfer Reference

Figure 7: Reflectance transfers between different expressions of a single subject. The top row shows reference images computed directly from acquired reflectance fields (under an environment map, and under a single light source). The bottom row shows the respective transfers of columns 1 ↔ 2, and columns 3 ↔ 4.

video memory. Not only is it possible to rotate the illumination in real-time, but also to paint new illumination. This would for example allow a lighting artist to add light sources and immediately see their effect on the sequence.

We refer the reader to the accompanying video, demonstrating our real-time system on a number of different sequences relit with same-subject and cross-subject reflectance transfers.

Limitations and Discussion. The presented system is able to relight facial performances captured using a lightweight acquisition process. No special hardware is required when filming the performance, and only a reflectance field of a static pose of a subject similar in appearance is required.

Quotient images, as noted in the previous work section have been used in many applications to relight faces or to transfer expressions. The presented technique differs in a number of aspects. Quotient images were introduced by Riklin-Raviv and Shashua [1999] for still images of faces recorded from a fixed viewpoint. Stoscheck [2000] extended this to re-render the face for a variable viewpoint. However, both are limited to a still image, and assume an underlying Lambertian reflectance model. The presented technique differs from these methods in that we do not make the assumption that the underlying reflectance model is Lambertian. Instead of a sparse training set in terms of lighting directions and viewpoints, we use a densely captured reflectance field. Finally, Liu et al. [2001] use ratio images to transfer expressions between different faces. However, they consider only fixed lighting. Unlike previous methods, ours is not limited to a still image, but is able to relight whole video sequences.

Although the goal of the system of Wenger et al. [2005] is similar, the accuracy, hardware of the setup, and application are significantly different. Our system trades off accuracy for an easier, less hardware driven acquisition process. Our results are less radiometrically accurate compared to those of Wenger et al., but yield a reasonably plausible relit performance sequence. Finally, our system is currently limited to facial performances, while systems similar to Wenger et al. [2005] can potentially handle full-body subjects [Einarsson et al. 2006]. On the other hand, our system is less data intensive and illumination can be manipulated in real-time during post-production. The system of Hawkins et al. [2004] is similar to ours. The main difference is that they capture a large collection of expressions, while we use just a single static expression. Our method is not limited to a still image, but is able to relight whole video sequences.

The presented method is a purely image-based technique. An advantage is that the geometry need not be known, so that issues associated with real-time geometry capture are avoided. However, this also introduces some limitations. Effects due to fine detail geometrical changes, such as wrinkles, are not completely taken into account. Conversely, since we transfer only reflectance, and not geometrical details, the artifacts due to these fine detail geometrical changes are less noticeable. Large scale geometrical deformations, however, can still result in significant changes in light transport (e.g., differently shaped shadows, stronger inter-reflections). About 3% of the frames, and about 25% of the key frames required manually specifying hints to help the optical flow and warping algorithm. This took about 15 minutes per sequence, and is insignificant compared to the computation time of optical flow.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented a novel system for image-based post-production relighting. Our system allows decoupling of the performance capture and lighting design, which can greatly simplify
the film-making process. The main advantage of our approach is that it does not modify the existing production process and it only relies on a single reflectance dataset of an actor. The acquisition of the reference datasets need not to occur at any particular time, either before or after the performance acquisition. This allows one to potentially capture a database of face reflectance datasets, and select the best match from this database rather than acquiring a reflectance field from each particular actor. If the reflectance of the performing actor is similar to the actor in the reflectance dataset, the relit video more nearly approaches ground truth. However, if the actor differs from the reference dataset subject, our system still produces realistic results that are qualitatively close to ground truth.

There are several avenues for future work. First, we currently only handle distant illumination; the next step would be to reproduce the effects of general incident light fields. Second, we would like to extend this method to handle complete bodies instead of just faces. Finally, we would like to give the designer a way to modify the surface detail that is transferred (e.g., virtual make-up).
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Reflectance transfer is obtained by computing the quotient of an image with respect to this non-uniform illumination. A reference image is provided for comparison.

Figure 9: Reflectance transfer from a non-uniformly lit performance. The performance frame is acquired under non-uniform illumination corresponding to the Uffizi light probe. Reflectance transfer is obtained by computing the quotient image with respect to this non-uniform illumination. A reference image is provided for comparison.


Figure 10: Additional Results. Each column shows a five frame sequence from a performance. Columns one and four are computed using a same-subject reflectance transfer. Columns two and three are computed using a cross-subject reflectance transfer.